Pusey Resigns After Purchase of Lawrence

Expresses Regret At End of School Tradition, Hisory

First consequence of the announcement of the Lawrence system had purchased Lawrence was the resignation of Dr. George W. Pusey as president of the college. His resignation, effective at the end of the present term and his successor will be chosen by the state.

Dr. Pusey's resignation was immediately followed by similar action on the part of the University of Wisconsin and administration members including...

Exam Schedule Is Changed To May 20

Announcement has been made by the administration that the exam schedule has been changed from May 16 to May 20. The change has been made in order to enable volunteer students to aid in the important spring and summer farm work.

Library Will be Completely Remodeled

In an effort to eliminate the excessive space in the library the administration has announced that the first floor of the library will be remodeled. The re-arrangement will permit the students to become acquainted with the library. All those who volunteer for the work will be paid.

Don Cossacks Will Appear on Artist Series

Ballentine Carlos, Ballantine Carlos Are Also Scheduled

Five attractions, including concerts for the Boston Symphony orchestra and Frank Sinatra, reserved tour, were scheduled for the season of the Community Arts series, annually sponsored by Lawrence college.

Quonset Huts To Alleviate Room Shortage

It has recently been made known in a letter to the Government Housing Bureau that 300 quonset huts have been allocated to Lawrence to alleviate the housing shortage.

Jennings Announces Action is Caused by Demands of Veterans

Starting news was revealed at a meeting of the Lawrence administration and faculty last weekend when Elmer H. Jennings, president of the Board of Trustees and the State of Wisconsin. The state will take possession after the end of the present term and will immediately follow by similar action.
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Five attractions, including concerts for the Boston Symphony orchestra and Frank Sinatra, reserved tour, were scheduled for the season of the Community Arts series, annually sponsored by Lawrence college.
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The Editor Speaks

The Lawrentian Staff Offers Sincere Apologies

The shocking news of the sale of our library to a college in the South has been met with a storm of protest from the student body. The staff of the Lawrentian has decided to expand our specialized technical courses for veterans brought a cloud of gloom to the Lawrentian office last evening. The staff was unable to prevent the final sale from being made. The Board of Trustees must have realized that such a change was in the best interests of our college. The lawrentian staff was not consulted because of the difficulty of transferring to other crowded service schools.

You're safest to save a few shekels for the next war. The regulations must have come on several days ago, at least as the arrival of the advancement of three hundred Queenets huts to the college seemed to indicate.

The news that continued to come in throughout the evening as reporters covered the reactions of President Lanev, President P. A., and important faculty members, the sudden dismissal of Professor Durand, and the condemning of Main Hall—increased the despair of the dumbfounded staff.

The job of reporting such news was heroically carried on, however. Deplorably Lawrentian, the whole lawrentian staff might have to quit. Lawrentian, the lawrentian news again to get punctuation and spelling.

We're almost complete about 12:30 when the staff members, your dates—yes, too late—that everyone might have been playing an April Fool's joke on the staff. Of course! That was it! Oh, but too late did the light shine upon the journalistic spirits. The jokes had to be made. They could only hang their heads in shame. They had been taken.

The Lawrentian offers sincere apologies.
With the increasingly favorable ratio of only two girls to every man on the Lawrence campus, which allows the coeds to become more choosy, some of the more repulsive males are having trouble developing a well-rounded social life. What to do about this situation is demonstrated by William (Lover) Hinze and George (Just shaved this morning and have the ability for the action of those who believe me of the class.) Disher's frustration at trying to attract girls led him to follow the example set in the recent snow sculpturing contest. Some of his efforts are shown page 19, and with rousing cheers by his American Legion followers, scattered in front of the Bober residence in February, July, October. Bulletin A thorough, intensive course — surfing throughout the year. Catalog. Regular day and evening schools throughout the year. Catalog. A school of business Preferred by college men and women. The Gregg college Professional, bookkeeping, typing, L.C.B. Doctor, Paris Ave & 8. Dept. CP 6 N. Michigan Ave. Chicago 2. Illinois. KATHERINE GIBBS CONGRATULATIONS TO

Cinder Team
Brings Home Championship

On the cinder scene this week the activity has slackened up somewhat after the Viking victory in the Princeton Relays last week. Although pressed by Illinois and Michigan in several of the longer relays, Coach Denoyer's charges kept up their rugged pace and came home with the team championship. Scoring six in the times and eight in the points, the Viking boys set a new South American record over the high jump bar. It was the first time the South American athletes had competed since 1940 when he won the Latin American Championships for a total of 19,000 points. The Milligan men of the Varsity squad brought home their team unfinished. All in all, another stellar day at the Greek Stadium.

Ceroni Francois
Aura Celebration

Le cerce Francois aura la rena­
centre sa plus importante de l'an­
nee le quatorze juillet, le jour "Bon­
ter." A cette fin, les membres, en
se ressemblant devant la "L'ete," or­
tentionent en un arrage et en
livrer les malheureux prisonniers
contre le Marit Hall. Ce sera une
celebration anniversaire du temps
de Bober. Voila une vue
Mademoiselle Jerez pour plus de
details.

Deutsche Verein
Sucht Herr Hitler

Der deutsche Verein versammelt
sich um mittachzeit, Samsbord, in
die zusammengezogenen Arent. In
gendeim Kampf mit dem "Finn" ist
nen endlies. Der Platz der Besoge
heimester sollen Dr. Cast seiner
heits, das Geschacht betraut mit ein
Suche fuer Adolph Hitler, welcher
wird sich eignigen dieser Sommer.

President Pusey
Called to Quell
Disher's Mob

President Pusey was called to the
home of Professor M. M. Bisher late
Wednesday night to quell a stu­
dent uprising. Approximately four
hundred Lawrentians, led by John
Disher, held a mass demonstration
in front of the Bisher residence in
opposition to Professor Bisher's
radical opinions.

Disher, in a soul-stirring soap­
om, called to Quell Disher's
mob and climaxed their demonstration with
a torchlight parade, carrying ef­
cedures for his pro-Russian and Pro-O P A
id periodically with shouts of
"Down with the Boberites."

President Pusey finally succeed­
ed in dispersing the rioters, who
were hemmed in by his A m e r i -'
' s Legion followers, scattered I
throughout the year. ( atalog.

Regular day and evening v  hools
and Wom fn

ability,

Coach Denoyer's charges kept up their rugged pace and came home with the team championship.
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Vike Cagers Defeat Aggies To Win Cage Championship

Team Picked as Best Seen in New York City

The Lawrence Vikings last night defeated the Oklahoma Aggies in Madison Square Garden, to win the National Collegiate Cage Championship. The 13-0 victory was Lawrence’s twenty third straight, a string that was started in March 1945 when the Vikings beat Kentucky 51-0 in the opening round of the National Invitational Tourney in the same arena.

The game witnessed by 16,000 fans was an exhibition of the finest basketball ever seen in New York City. Although spotting their opponents a terrific height advantage fans was an exhibition of the finest basketball ever seen in New York City. Although spotting their opponents a terrific height advantage, the home team was voted the outstanding and brightest. Although the game lasted no more than six minutes, the Lawrence bench was cleared of only. Two men tallied at least a point for the home team.

Jerry Hall, although held to eight baskets, was voted the outstanding and brightest. Although the game lasted no more than six minutes, the Lawrence bench was cleared of only. Two men tallied at least a point for the home team.

The team is due on the 7:28 train for the home team.
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